


     


    












         












   










The market for automobiles is a good example of inter-market reliance.















     
        










        
     



          



        




























  
   


Economists group together industries such as building construction
and building services.

Generating electrical or motorized power requires fuel made from oil,
which is a depletable natural resource.






   









     






  





        
     

     








   


          




          


         









        
    

All of our food depends on soil and water, or on the aquatic habitat of
lakes and oceans.

Certain kinds of rocks, called oil shales, actually contain oil.

























 


     

  

  



      
   
 










   







           


        



Technology exists to produce from corn a kind of automotive fuel
called ethanol.

United Nations’ scientists have said that at least 70 percent of the
world’s fisheries are depleted.





     





   
 
       
 


   


















      
     
 







          


         





        








Dams can block migration routes up rivers and thus eliminate much of
the habitat that fish need to reproduce.

Many years ago in small villages throughout the country of England,
there were plots of land known as the village commons.






 


    


       
        






























         









       





       


Farmers would graze their animals on the common until the grass was
all eaten.

Fish are a very good example of a common property resource.









 














          





   
          























 







Power generation...

and automobiles are two major causes of acid rain, yet the costs of the
damage they cause are not reflected in the market prices.












       






 


 




           




















         









 




For the sake of future generations, we must guard against the depletion
of our renewable resources.











 
         



        









 

         

          

  



   
 





       





  

    








        


Th 1973 OPEC oil embargo had a profound effect on the US
petroleum industry and the US economy at large.










         


 








  
   



    










     











      
    



     
          
 







During Smith’s time, assembly lines were just beginning to out-
compete traditional craftsmen.














          



         







        







 




        














         
         




   



At the time of Smith’s studies, wars and empire building were rampant.







         



     


















 
 

  












    





 




      










       





      





 



    





















 
 

 








          







Unregulated monopolies flourished during the industrial revolution
resulting in appalling conditions for workers and the exploitation of

child labor.













          






   



 

















         

  

         


            

    



















 




  













            


          
   
         





          



      

   














       


The amount of tree cutting that is allowed is called a harvest quota.






